Media Release

Independent landmark study shows significantly lower failure rate
with Straumann dental implants





Large study in broad clinical setting; >11 000 implants, 2765 patients; 9-year
follow-up
Implant loss influenced by brand; Straumann ahead of 7 other brands named
Findings highly relevant for dentists basing implant choice on independent
clinical evidence
Independent study published in peer-reviewed Journal of Dental Research

Basel 23 December 2014 – Researchers1 at Gothenburg University in Sweden have just
published a landmark study analyzing the short- and long-term effectiveness of dental
implants in a large number of randomly selected patients. This is exceptional in that most
studies on treatment outcomes in implant dentistry have assessed survival rates only in
small, selected groups of patients treated in university clinics or by specialists.
Using the national data register of the Swedish Social Insurance Agency, the investigators
gained unique access to the records of 2765 patients treated in 2003 with a total of 11 311
implants. Information on the patients, treatment procedures, and outcomes was obtained
from the records, which had been collected by more than 800 clinicians. In addition, the
study included a clinical evaluation of 596 patients approximately 9 years after their
treatment had been completed.
The analysis showed that early2 implant loss occurred in 4.4% of patients (1.4% of implants),
and late2 loss in 4.2% of the patients (2.0% of implants). Overall, almost 8% of the patients
lost at least one implant.
A key observation was that implant brand influenced implant loss. More than eight different
brands of implant were included, the most popular of which were Astra Tech, Nobel Biocare
and Straumann. In addition to reporting the percentages of early and late implant losses, the
study presented the relative probability of implant loss as shown by ‘odds ratios’ (see below).
Compared with Straumann, the odd ratios for early implant failure were approximately two
times higher3 with Nobel Biocare and Astra Tech, and more than five times higher4 for late
failure. The ratios for early failure with the other implant brands collectively were nearly eight
times higher3, and almost sixty times higher3 for late failure.
With very few exceptions, the Nobel Biocare Implants had a TiUnite® surface, the Astra Tech
implants a TiOblast® surface, and the Straumann implants an SLA® surface. Shortly after the
implants were placed, in 2005, Straumann introduced its gold-standard SLActive® surface,
which has demonstrated enhanced healing properties to SLA in pre-clinical and clinical
trials5.
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“These findings are extremely relevant for dentists who want to offer their patients the best
implant on the basis of independent published clinical evidence. They add to the unparalleled
body of long-term clinical data supporting Straumann’s dental implant system. Impressive
long-term outcomes have also been reported with Straumann implants in other peerreviewed publications, including 10-year survival rates of 97-99% in more than 600 patients6.
“To our knowledge, no other leading implant on the market is backed by more extensive,
specific, long-term published data”, commented Dr Christoph Appert, Head of Research at
Straumann.
Details of the study are published in a Clinical Research Supplement of the Journal of Dental
Research (epub) under the title ‘Effectiveness of Implant Therapy Analyzed in a Swedish
Population: Early and Late Implant Loss’ by J. Derks, J. Håkansson, J.L. Wennström, C.
Tomasi, M. Larsson, and T. Berglundh.
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25503901
About odds ratios
Odds are the probability of an event occurring divided by the probability of it not occurring. An odds ratio is the
odds in one group divided by the odds in another group. In this study there were four implant groups: Straumann,
Nobel Biocare, Astra Tech and ‘others’ (predominantly Biomet 3i, CrescoTi, Xive, Frialit, and Lifecore). As the
least implant losses were reported with Straumann, it served as the benchmark. Thus the respective odds ratios
were determined by dividing the Straumann odds by those of the other groups. When the probability of loss is low
7
(e.g. less than 10%) the odds ratio approximates the true relative risk . Clinical R vol. XX • issue X • ssearch
Supplement
About Straumann
Headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, Straumann (SIX: STMN) is a global leader in implant, restorative and
regenerative dentistry. In collaboration with leading clinics, research institutes and universities, Straumann
researches, develops and manufactures dental implants, instruments, prosthetics and tissue regeneration
products for use in tooth replacement and restoration solutions or to prevent tooth loss. Straumann currently
employs approximately 2320 people worldwide and its products and services are available in more than 70
countries through its broad network of distribution subsidiaries and partners.
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Disclaimer
This release contains certain forward-looking statements that reflect the current views of management. Such
statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual
results, performance or achievements of the Straumann Group to differ materially from those expressed or
implied in this release. Straumann is providing the information in this release as of this date and does not
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undertake any obligation to update any statements contained in it as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise.
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